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Leather

Bombardier Gray - Made For You

Dakota Dove - Made For You
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Hair On Hide - Made For You

Mont Blanc Bourbon - Made For You

Mont Blanc Midnight - Made For You

Mont Blanc Winter Pine - Made For You

Mont Blanc Wolf - Made For You

Pure Glass - Made For You

Pure Molasses - Made For You

Pure Saddle - Made For You

Southwick Deep Sea Navy - Made For You
Order Swatch Order Swatch Order Swatch Order Swatch

A natural leather designed on carefully selected hides that showcase the inherent features of full grain leather. A combination of chrome and vegetable
tanning along with wax and oil finishing provide a smooth round hand with a cool surface feel as well as a vibrant pull up effect.

Leather is a natural product and no two hides are alike. Distinct characteristics are a result of environmental factors and should not be
considered defects. These include, but are not limited to healed scars, natural wrinkles, bite and scrape marks, and color variations.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Thailand

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use any harsh cleaners or solvents.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Thailand

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

Content: Hair on hide

Leather Finish: Hair on hide

Country of Origin: Brazil

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.
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Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use chemical cleaners or solvents. Do not
put tape or adhesives on leather as removing them will mar the leather.

With a name that embodies the true essence of this leather, Pure Leather is completely natural and is marked by its beautiful, visual aesthetic and
distinctive luxuriously, soft hand.

Tanned on large English bull hides
Will develop a rich patina over time
Exceptionally soft hand. Great for kids and pets
Leather is a natural product and no two hides are alike. Distinct characteristics are a result of environmental factors and should not be
considered defects. These include, but are not limited to healed scars, natural wrinkles, bite and scrape marks, and color variations.

Content: 100% Leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use any harsh cleaners or solvents.

With a name that embodies the true essence of this leather, Pure Saddle leather is completely natural and is marked by its beautiful, visual aesthetic
and distinctive luxuriously, soft hand. Prized in the leather industry for it's natural look you can expect to see visible wrinkles, scars and top grain
patterns with Pure Saddle leather. All of this natural beauty creates a less-is-more elegance that will look better as the years go by.

Our most popular leather
Tanned on large English bull hides.
Will develop a rich patina over time.
Exceptionally soft hand. Great for kids and pets.
Leather is a natural product and no two hides are alike. Distinct characteristics are a result of environmental factors and should not be
considered defects. These include, but are not limited to healed scars, natural wrinkles, bite and scrape marks, and color variations.

Content: 100% leather

Leather Finish: Aniline
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Country of Origin: Italy

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use any harsh cleaners or solvents.

Tanned in Thailand on European raw material, this leather features an innovative staining process that uses waxes instead of aniline dyes to achieve a
naturally worn-in aesthetic. These waxes are meticulously applied by hand in layers to impart the leather with a more authentically aged appearance.

Carefully hand stained
Tanned on large European hides
Will develop a rich patina over time. Leather is a natural product and no two hides are alike.
Distinct characteristics are a result of environmental factors and should not be considered defects. These include, but are not limited to healed
scars, natural wrinkles, bite and scrape marks, and color variations.

Content: 100% Leather

Leather Finish: Aniline

Country of Origin: Thailand

Care: Dust periodically with a dry cloth to remove residual dust and prevent dirt from building up. Do not use any harsh cleaners or solvents.

                  

  


